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Vortragsauszüge (in zeitlicher Reihenfolge)

P. HAJEK; Survey of recent results concerning the continuum

hypothesis

1) There are recursive f'ormulas expressing al'l po:wers by. means.

of' the unary f'unction i1(lta.) = }ta.. cf.fltim.}.

2) If' cardinals~ ~CL!!K:ß~ are def'ined by "goodU def'ini tions aJ;ld if'

(~d regular and Cf'(~~) > ~a. ) is provable then .the f'ol~owing is

consis tent: For every -vrl , (a) cf'~(l\ ". <~, -+. -:\ ('K: '. =.~: 1"
11 yJ (], ,n yl. y"-r

(b) ~a. ~c:e(1ty:J " Cf(Kß.) ...·rl (~1) = ~~·1t"f.+1'··

( c) cf'"(K~,)\ < cf(~' ) -+- ~ ((K , =. lt:r.v. 1 • X '1 ~
~' . - y', 'I ~.. Y J.' . .;+. ~. Y+'

Consequences; for'the power~ o~ 2:
~ ~.

l{ < ~ ~'2 Y =~. l' ~' < K < Cf(~ßI,) -+ 2-1 = ~:Ql;l"rr ,cx". y'+' a, - Y' ~

Cf'(1tß) ~ lty.... 2lty = Kß+1·1t"n~1.

This is the consistencyresult on vi9lating GeH. (gerieralized conti-

nuum hypothesis ) "at K: u. In a similar way, the GeH. can be violated
,arL ,

simul·taneously at all regular cardinal.s.

3) Assuming something on the power or continuum, what statements

• remain consistent?

(a) Projective hierarchy.

(1 ) eH + there 18 a'projective well-ordering o~ reals

(2 ) eH + there is a projective set of' the power..of' continuum

without perf'ect subsets, a projective set without the property of'

Ba1~e, a projective non-Lebes:gue measurable s.et.

(3) eH + every'projective weIl ordering'of (same) reals is at
~ .

most._~ countable •
." .

(4) CH~~~ every projective set 18 Lebesgue measurable, has the
\. .

property .o~ Baire and·~r uncountable co~tains a per~ect subset •.

(5) non eH +' there is a projective set o~ power exactly ~1

(6) non eH + as in (4)
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(h) Duality of' the notions "Lebesgue measure Olt" and ltf'~rst eategory".

Def'inition:
(K) e; every set of' power less than eontinuum i6 of' f'irst eategory

(M) ;;;; every'set of' power less than eontinuum has measure O.
(L) = there is a set of' power of' eontinuum whieh interseets every

. set o~ ~irst category in an at most countable set.
(s) 5 there is a set of' power of' eontinuum whieh interseets every

set of' measure 0 in an at most countable .set.. . .

Theorem. eH 5 (K + L) a (~+ s')

Consistent assumptions'.:

(7) L + norrK + M + non S

(8) S + non M' + K + non L '
tt (e) Suslin hypothesis. (SH) a every eomplete dense linear ordering

in whieh every sYJStem of' disjoint open intervals is at most eountable
. .

contains a dense countable subset.

Consistent·asa~mptions~

(9) non SR + eH
(10) non SH + non Cffi

(11.) SH + non eH.
Problems; eonsisteney of' SH + CH; eonsisteney of' the existenee of'

projeetive sets of' power 1't2: if" 2~:a >. '2\:2··'

•
I". JillfASZ'.; How to Genaralize the Suslin Problem

1t is well known that many problems of' topology involving eardinals:. .

depend essentially' ·on the (generalized) eontinuum hypothesis or
other assumptions o~ eardinals. 1t is more surprising, however,
that several such pr.oblems seem to be closely connected to the

Suslin prqblem.
1. Does there exist any non-separable regular spaee whieh does not

contain an uncountable dis.crete ·subspace?
2. Does there exist a hereditarily Lindelöf' regular spaee whieh is

"-
not separable?
3. Does th~re exist a f'irst eountable Tf~spaee with the Suslin

property wh~\h is not 'separable?
4. (Ponomariov) Does there ex1st a non-separable, perf'eetly normal
eompaet Hausdorf'f' spaee? (Perf'. normal means that every elosed set
1s a G

ö
). We ean observe that this 'problem is "eontained" in any of'

the above three.
5. 1s every eompaet Hausdorrf spaee with the Suslin property the
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continuous image o~ a product o~ separable compact spaces?

Although all these problems are of a much more general character

than. the Susl.in problem i tself, the only counter-examplr "known

~o the author is a Suslin continuum. Therefore, the ~oll~wing

question·seems to be justified; 18 the Suslin problem just a

particular case of' a more or less general "principle n?

A. MOSTOWSKI: Models or the second order arithmetic

Consider the relatlonal systems M = (N, S, +, x, e) where the

elements o~ N are the "integers of' Mn, elements of' S are the
"sets of' Mn, +. and X a.:ce the "arithmeti~al operations of' Mn and

s: is the "elementhood relation of' M" •.li' ail the axioms of' the
second order ari thmetic are valid in lvI, then 1\1 is called a weak

model,_ If M is elementarily equivalent with the standard model

MO) = <w:" p(w}, +, X, 9, then M is called a strong model. In the
lecture .several examples were given o~ weak 'and strong models

with singular properties. The main ~e~~lt was the existence o~ a
strang model M whose standard part M+ 15 not even a weak model

(the integers or M+ are the ordinary integers and its sets have

. the f'orm {n;neii J:;tnoo." where lT: is. a set of' M). Si tuations' 'Nere described

where the problem of existe~ce o~ a model satisfying given condit~on.

depends on assumptions made in the meta-system. It was p~inted'

out that the question whether the s~t W of' s~ntences ~rue in Mo

is constructible and if so what is its place in the constructive
hierarchy depends on meta-mathematical assumptions. Led by some

analogies between this example and the continuum problem, the

author expressed the opinion that ~ture mathematics will perhaps

reject the ~ll axiom or choice and that the continuum problem

'might then lose its importance.

J. DR.AKE: The Status cf the Continuurn HyPothesis in Same

Generic Extensions

Let M be an arbitrary well-~ounded model o~ ZF, in which the C.H.

is ~alse. It is known that i~ a is a generic ultra~ilter on the

Boolean algebra R 0 (200'1, < W't top ..8.) (f'or adding a new subset of'
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001' but no ne'fi subset oI' 00.) then in the extension MLa} the contin

uum hYPothe~~f;i holds: i.e. 2W·.collapse~·to ~~~ in the extension

(whatever vai~e it had in M). We discuss the problem o~ rinding
.~ -~ ":...., .....

similar case~{.;'where the status o:r the '~c'ontinuum in' an extension

is decided. Beolean algebrasj satisfyi~g 2w~chain cond1tion are. )~ . .'"

provided by\sk.ckS f'orcing (with pert-edt closed sets), by Mathias

forcing and by Silver ~orcing. In all these cases ~1 can be shown

preserved, but the question 18 open whether the C.H. holds' in.the

extension. Another problem of the same kind is to find a method

to add new sub"sets to 'wr, but no new subset, to' wo;, in such a" way

that 2Ql~ is not collapsed· aü though >. W:1" in M•. '

J.E. FENSTAD; On the Axiom or Determinateness

•

, The aim of the lecture was to present a', survey of' resul ts connected

\lJi th the axiom of: determinateness.•

vVe f'irst gave an introduction to the work of' Add'iso~ and Moschovakis

(.1.9 67) concentrating on the prev{el~ordering theore~ and so~e of' the
consequences thereof' '(in pa~ticul.ar reduction princip,les).· ."

In the second part o~ the lecture we gave the known positive results'
. I

on determined games, the best result be-i·ng due to M•. Davis (1964),

stating that every F00;' u; GQxy aet 1sdetermined.

We n~xt presented a simple example.o~ a non-determined g~me, assuming

," the exis·tence Or a p.on-principal ul traf'il ter on N (due to' S. Aande-

raa): Let D be such a filter, t~en the ~et .

.XD :::{ia.~NN I b·:I!ilLj La. (j )~:il is even l~1 is non-determined.

Using the axiom of'constructibili ty we showed (fo"ll.Qwing lJIycielski',

1964) that there 1s a !!,~ non-determined set. The main open problem

in this area se~ms to 'be whethe~ every Borelgame is determine.d.

Concerning consistency re~ults we gave the result o~ Solovay (1967)
t~at Co'ns (ZF + Ax·.• Det.) implies that Cons (ZF + AC' + '''there exists

a measurable cardinal tt
).

t~~eneral it ·seems tnat the ,continuum must be very large if' the
/

:full Ax.• Det. is adopted, the're ise·.·g,. the f'ollowing recent result

~f' Moschovakis = Let 2~ be the least ordinal not the ordertype of'

a ~~prewellordering of' the reals. If' we assume f'ull Ax.Det., then
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Ö"?1 is a cardinal > K~ •
~n n
On the other hand it seems that certain versions of' "def'inable

determinateness" is provable on the assumption that large cardinals
·exist, e.g. D. Martin has shown that ß~- determinateness ~ollows

f'rom the existence of' a measurable cardinal .•

J •. PARIS: L[D] and G.C.H. and Large Cardinals

•

For A a JC--ao.di tive ul traf'il ter on K.' in V (tc>'W01) we can· i terate

·the ul trapower construct'ion vii th ref?pect to A to obtain a sequence

o~ well ~ounded classes v(~) and embeddings E~: v(~)~ v(~) ~or
a~ß. Using this process Kunen has shown:·

i) If' D" D2 are normal ul traf'il ters on JC1" J!C2 in L[D f ·], L[D z]

respective'ly and ~1'</C2 then 3tL· s.t. D~ = Eo;a,(D t ) (taken::.in L[D 1 1J•..
ii) I:C Je is measurable in V and 12JC I">/!C+' then V contains a (set)

model ~or ZFC + 3 ID.C •• In fact a·theory ot exists which corre

sponds; to L[DI (D anormal ultra~ilter) just as 0"4;. correEiponds
to L.

On the "positive" side however :ror· any subset a of' IC of' regular
I

cardinals which is meas~re zero w.r.t~ same normal measure on ~

in V 3' a Boolean extension of V in which ~ is still rneasurable

and G.C.H. ~ails at all a~a.

R.B. MANSFIELD: Themeasurable cardinal and z; sets·

We use the somewhat surprls1ng ~act that if K'is a measurable

cardinal, sequences o~ ordinals with length c can be Gödel

numbered by a ~ingle ordi~al.to de~in~ trees ~or rr1 sets. !o

each n~ :formula cp we associate an ·ordinal de~inable tree T;: *
such that. ror .any real number a 3ß~ ~(a,~) relativizes to L(T ,a).

We ~hen can go on to prove the analogs of the Köndo-Addison theorem
a.nd the per~ect set. theorem ~or II~ sets·. Also, i~ CJolI1 (L(T*» i·s

coJntable, every z; set is Lebeague measurable.
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On the.decornposition of sets of reals to Borel sets

Let us say that a set A of real numbers has the decomposition

;property i:C i t is the union of' at most ~ ~ Borel sets. The bas.ic

facts ~bout this property in the set theory' ZFC (zermelo-Fraen-.

kel set theory with the axiom of choice) are aa folIows.'

(1) Every-~~-set has-the decomposition property (a clasaical

result), (2) It is not provable th~t any set other than ~)~-set

has; the decomposi tion. property (Martin-Solovay). (3) rf 2~-o > K.t,

then there is a set which does not have the decomposition property

(easily seen). (4) If ZFC 16 consistent with the existence of an

inaccess'ible cardinal then ZFC is consistent wi th 2Ko' = ~e' where

e is any "reasonable 1l ,fixed ordinal and with "every7- real-ordinal

definable set er reals has. the decomposi tion property".

F • W. LA\'VVERE; Categorical Logic and Models of Generalized

Set Theories· .

(
\
\,
\

\

It is suggested that the categories corresponding to Boolean

models in th.eir Qwn right (i.~. w~thout dividing'by ultre::filter)

and in fact considerably more gen~ra-i "models" are mathematically

interesting (somewhat as arbitrary commutative rings, not only

:fields, are mathematically interesting). Specifically it is

pointed o~t that ~or any sm~ll cat~ equipped with Grothendieck

topology, the category cf: sheaves5 sh(JB:) s·atis:ries' not only' the
. .

, "topos" axioms of' Giraud· (e.g. cartesian closed, etc.) but also'

has a truth-value object ~ in the sense that for a~l X, the

subobjects:. of' X ~~ morphisms: X' -+ ~..• Fer example lB. can be Si

compl~te Boolean algebra w~~h the "canonical" topology. The

"generalized set theory" 16 :ror~aiized by unif'ormly;expressing

~-conve~s:ion, recursion, 'logic a:ocioms etc •.in terms o-r adjoint-

.' f'unctors.
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The hyperarithmetic sets may be characterised
(a) AB the sets (C~) which are s~rongly representable in 2nd

order ari thmetic {Zr); (b) as the sets which are recursive in·

the lI·jump" operator~ Ja." = {3:~ {3 J (0.) is def'inedJ; (c )as the

minimum ß-model f'or the ~~ comprehension axiom. End~rton has
considered the ~. rule: If'(30.)(Vh)~p (~(n))(~ = numeral f'or m)

then ~ (30.) (V'h) P (Pt (n ) ). We· have def'ined the super jump.E by
E3 (g2) =.. {3: {3 J(r) 1s def'ined· J. Theorem: The sets strongly

represented in Z2' + ~-rule are just those recursive in E; .they
are also those sets· X such that X and ~X· are· many-one .reducible

to sets ihductively def'1ned by a z~ clause. We do notknow any
analogue to (c) above. ß~ comprehension axiom is too we~, and

1 . . .
Z2 comprehension axiom is too strong.

R.O. GANDY:

8 -

Subsystems o~ 2nd-order Arithmetic

P. HINMAN and P. ACZEL: Representability in Extensions o~

Arithmetic

/
/

I

\

Our results concern the sets weakly and strongly ~representable

in the system ~. of' Enderton·· ( . cf'. 'Gandy I s note )and other sy;s- - .

tems:. Let E~ (<pJ).=: (0, if' V'0.3x[<l?'(ä:(x.)) = ·OJ; 1, if' 3o.Vx[cp(a:(x))>01
undef'ined, otherwise). Theorem·1:For any ACN-, equivalently (1)·

A 1s weakly ~-representable (2) A. is 1-1 reducible to a set given

by aomonotonic Z~ inductive def'inition (3) A is semi-recursive
in E~.Theorem 2: For any .A:CN equivalently, (1) A is strongly

~~representable (2) A and N-A are both weakly ~-representable

(3) A isre~ursive in E~ : The equivalence of' (2) and (3) uses
the prewellordering theorem f'or sets semi-recursive in E: • E;
is shown to beomuch ~tronger-than E1 = E: ~ NN in f'act to be at
least as strong as Gandy's superJump (one version). However,·

application of' a stronger superj~mp to Er and iteration leads. to

, much more ex.tensive subclasses of' ~~. The sets ·recursive in E,

are those strongly representable in a weakened ~-system which

allows ~~inferences~ applied only to ~ such that .

Vn[ ~ ~ ~(n) v ~~. - ~(n)l. Theorem 1 extend~ to systems J with
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the additional quantifier symbol Q and the rules (a) i~

30.~J'tx I- J ~(Ql.(x)) then I- J Qx~.(x); (b) i1' 'v'o.~J3x.. I-: J ~(~...(x)) then

I- J -rQx~ <P(x), and the corresponding functional Er . For theorem

2 we must add the w~rule and the f'unctional 2E •

L.•. BUKOVSKY.: Constructing ai.· Sui table Boolean Algebra

Assume V=L. We want to construct a complete Boolean algebra

B s.t. in the model Bv1) (3x)(xC~w' A x~L)
, o·

2) ( V'n) ('ty ) (~wn 1\ nQ>o'~ ~. 'C};~L).. . .

Equivalent condi tions :far B: 1) (ool ~.2 )-nondistributive
Wo

2) (wn~·2)-distributive f'or n~(ü(r·.·

Possibilities:

NON-HO~AOGENEOUS' HOMOq.ENEOUS

TOTALLY. NQN':"HOM. DECOMPOSABLE

I,

REPRESE·NTABLE CO~-STRUCT

or FROM A SUIT- B' ~'~complete

ABLE·TOP.SPACE. a~~ B =y(B')
we know only

one example

NO

IN' HOM.FACTORS

reduction to
homogeneous

NO

does not work

N.O·

- NORMAL
COMPLETION

YES ?

\

Theorem (f'or completion): Let B be an o.-com~lete B.alg. with
,<!l:.-generatorm.- 11' 0.+ isnot collapsed in 1f(B V, then

13 is (ß.\,.ö»-distr •. a "(B) in (ß"ö)-distr •.· 1'or any öß<o..
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We are copsidering uncountable trees' whose a~l levels are

countable. A natural question is how many lang branches does

such a tree have, i~·any. One .extreme is when a tre~'has no

branchof' leng.th W'1-. Existence of' such trees is a classical
result. The generalization of this property ~or bigger cardi

nals gives:, in, the inaccessible case, a characterization of:

weakly compact cardinals. Existence of a tree without leng
branches. and wi thou·t big an·tichatins'. is equivalent to the f'amous .
Suslin's problem. Models are produced both for positive and

negative solution. Similarly, there are models for both Kurepa's

conjecture and its negation (which is the other extreme): no

·tree has too many branches (i.e~ >~%). Moreover, in the con-'

s:tructible universe L, there are both Suslin and ·Kurepa trees.

L. HENKIN.: Multi-models

L, a ~irst-order language. I~.m.is an L-structure and R.an
. ::< f .. '.. . .

equivalence rel' n on M, we call m .= <911", R> a fiul ti-L-structure.

Let <:M:t.>iL~I be the R-parti tion of' M, and set W = Ur ~t(C WM).
Wi th respect to 911, e.ach ~ormula qr' of L. determines~ the. set. ~

of' all x~ ~ which satisf'y eR:;· similarly, wi th rep.· to !JJ{le ~ we
. * * .def'i'ne the set CD' of all those x~W which oati s:fY· CW, specifYing,

e.g., 3vkr = ~~W / 3y~T,· y"Z.=~ f'or al;~. Tf' l' isa'. set

of: sents. of' L, a multi-model of' r is an· m ,.~ = W if':f r r- cp,;... *
.Every consistent r' has a roul ti-model. Theorem: Let !JJ[ be any'

mul ti-L-s.tructure; then ·:ror each forrnula <p: of' L -there i.s some

~ ~L, ~ ~ W=~. Similar re~ults hold f'or languages Lrowith

only n individ. v.ars. (wh,ere W = Ut. ~t C n~n, and f'or related

cylindric algebras. A rorm o:r "e'limination of' quantifiers" is

. used in the proor.
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Seme more problems on topology'

1) (P.S. Alexandrov) 18 ev~ry ~irst countable compact T2- space

of' cardinali ty < ?1:0 :?_ - 2) Is i t true that f'or every heredi tarily .

separable Tz.-sp~ce R, IR I~_ 'J!'O"? 3) Does there exist a Tz-space

which is (~,.<CAl)-compact f'or all n<OOl but not (WW,.CI.>·)-compact?

K. McALOON: A theorem of Krivine

-e
Theorem: Every Boolean Algebra of'power ~~ can be embedded in

~o"\the algebra or regular open sets or Ka, ~ •.

A. OBERSCHELP: Bemerkungen zum Platonismus

Es wurde vorgeschlagen (nach Carnap), die Diskussion über die

Existenz von Objekten, zu ersetzen durch". eine Diskussion üoer die

Wahl· eines Sprachrahmens .,' Die Gründe f'ur die Vvahl einer plato-
" ' ,

~istischen Sprache sind dann nicht so sehr verschieden von.den

Gründ~n, die zur Annahme eines physikalischen SystemS fuhren.
Auß'erdem wurde darauf' hingewiesen, l.daß~ die Tatsache, daß'· es; ver-

s:chiedene mengentheqretische Systeme gibt,. kein Anlaß ist, von

der An-sic~~Aur~ass~ung abzugehen, da diese Systeme ja auch ver
schiedene Arten von' Mengen (oder Klassen) beschreiben 'sollen.
Schließlich wurden einige "Sowohl-als-auch"-Argumente vorge

bracht, die sich nicht nur gegen die Mengenlehre richten, sonde~n'

.auch gegen die (besser begründete) Zahlentheorie. Y'Venn diese '.Ar-

gumente dann gegen,' die '!bessere" Theorie nicht ernst genommen wer

den, so verlieren sie auch gege~ das platonische System ihr Ge-

wicht. '

J. REZNIKOFF:

/

Remarks on the evolution of set theory

Starting from the feeling that the Axiom of Determinateness is

c.ertainly consistent :wi th ZF (wi thout AC.) one wonders what the
(ituation is. New axioms are f'ound and everything is put up and

down, usual notions are distroyed or loase their meaning (e.g.

every set is Lebesgue measurable). And then either one desires

some notions to have a basic meaning either ••• ? But the situa~

ion is not new, when Axiom of Zermelo appeared there came a
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"trouble". Re~alling of' the atti tude o"!' Russel (who thought i t

is contradictory·) and in France that of' BoreI. (perhaps the most

impressed and looking to narrow constructivism), Lebesgue (cal

ling himself' a "Kroneckerian"), .Baire· (denying even the existence

cf the power seto~lli), and, -opposite, that o~ Hadamard (admit-
t -

ting Zermelo s axiom" on the same level" as .others and denying even

interest t9 Hilbert's attempts in proving consistency) whose

~ttitude.prevailedfor many years in ~rance (see e.g. Bourbaki),

one sees that not only the Axiom o~ C~oice played a role in the

evolution o~ Mathematics but also in some mathematical careers •••

Of course the pres:,ent si tua tion is dif:fereI:l:t, but· is i t really

so different? Looking. to the past experience.one could suggest

"1 ) Ta try to accelerate th.e evolution by rinding new axioms of'

non constru~tible" existential character' 2) Return to Proof theory

(tr;wing to settle the axioms by sharper deduction considerations
" .
e.g. infinite) 3) Far teac~ing mathematic~: one h~s not necess~-

rily to choose between set theoretical doubtfUl ~rame or intui

tionistic one (or Markov~.s) some alt~"r11ative.can certainly be

found (see far instance ·Bishop's Foundationsof Constructive

Analysis, 1967)

D. SCOTT: On the Future o~ Set Theory

We discussed at this conference many independence proo~s and

technical results but did so without much regard ~or their found

ational signi~icance. One simple point in connection.with the

/co~tinuurn hypothesis (CH) tha't should be kept irt rnind is this:

./ There are· rnany properties (P(rn) of' cardinals f'or .which we can

proo~ without any hypothesis that Kr is the unique cardinal
'having this· property. Thus p( 2~O;) is a " ch eap " f'orrn of' (CH),

e.g. P(M) could be: every set o~ cardin~lity m is the union o~

a chain of' i ts countable subsets • For more tt'essential" applicat

ions o~' (eH) one should consider such propositions as(K) & (L)

(e:f. the lecture of' Hajek) or problems as~: the existence of' a
22Ro chain of' sets of' realsor,the existe~ce of' a 22~O f'arnily

of' "a;lmost" disjoint sets of' reals ("almost" disjoint means
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having a c@'+!ltable" intersection).
Aside ~rQm~'tßimply giving up. set theory in the :face of' the inde

"pendence ~~BP~s, there seem "to be two attitudes. both o~ which

, might be cailed "real"ist" but one iso absolute and the other re

lative. Both'hold that the notion'of set (better set o~as in the

usual cumulative hierarchy) is de~inite and that the questions

(say, of' cardina-l ari thmetic) are precise. "The ab.solute position

claims that the set of' all subsets is an "absolute" ·totali ty but

agrees th~t the current axioms have not determined all its pro

perties. The models ~or independence results da not distroy this

f'ai th in t'p.e "complete" powerset since the meaning of' set in the

new model 1S clearly "unintended". What is needed is the dis:covery

of' "new" and ucorrect" axioms. On the other hand the relative

position qUlrstionsthe idea o~ a "~inal" powerset because the

models showihow easy it is to adjoin "new tt subsetsowhich, of!
course, appear unintended.from the old'model.

What is needed now for the sake o~ the relative position is a '

good theory o~ the variety of (well-founded!) models so we can'
1,

°apprec~ate the sence and order of' thoe"various possible cardinal

arithmetics - the notion of cardinal being precise but relative

to the model. I~' a reasonable theory is ~orthcoming we might then

be satisf'ied wi th a '~potential" concept of powerset 0 In view o:C

·the really remarkable number of "mathematical" consequences of'

ovariolls hypotheses (such as V = L~ Martin's Axiom, Measurable

Cardinals, Axiom o~ Determinateness~) the proper theory or models

rar set thearies should be very respectable. Whether it is a

good ~oundation will have to be answered in the light of cons~-
,..--""

__--~ration of' theproperly ~orm~lated theory.
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